Sequence/Shot List

Create a 60-90 second video with the following shots:

1. Graphic - Opening Slate
   a. Dissolve in
   b. Music - *That’s Exciting*
   c. Dissolve out

2. Medium Shot - Introduction interview
   a. Introduce the presenter and the project
   b. Overlay a title with the presenter’s name and project title (Standard Title).
   c. Include a description of the presentation in the interview.

3. Wide Shot - Presentation B-roll (2x)
   a. Place a sound bite about the presentation and overlay it with a shot of the presentation itself.

4. Medium Close Up - Interview (2x)
   a. Shot of the presenter talking about the project.

5. Wide Shot - Audience B-roll (2x)
   a. Place a sound bite about the presentation and overlay it with a shot of the audience at the conference.

6. Close Up - Audience at conference (2x)
   a. Place a sound bite about the presentation and overlay it with a shot of the audience at the conference.

7. Medium Close Up - Presenter
   a. Final statement about the project.

8. Graphic - Citation Graphic
   a. Give credit to yourself and the author by using the “Standard Title” and on the top line write “Creator: Your name” and on the bottom write “Author: Presenter Name”

9. Graphic - Outro Graphic with music

Interview Questions

- What is your name, major, and year here at Millersville?
- What is your project? (get a description of it)
- What motivated you to create or research this?
- How long did it take you to research or create this?
- How has this project enhanced your Millersville experience?
- How will this experience help you in the future?
- Anything else to add about your presentation?